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Abstract This paper examines the problem of asymmetric
information in financial markets due to a lack of essential
environmental information. The literature indicates that
asymmetric information generates various problems for the
actors of financial markets such as incomplete information
for investment decisions and lending procedures,
misallocation of financial market funds, the underestimating
of stock price securities, and poor environmental risk man-
agement choices. To this end, this paper develops a game-
theoretic approach to examine both the persistent nature of
asymmetric information caused by the absence of accurate
environmental information and to indicate how a well-
organized, trustworthy, internationally agreed auditing ac-
counting certification scheme could play a critical role in
limiting the magnitude of this problem.
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1 Introduction

Information is very important for an effective decisionmaking
process for economic, environmental, and managerial deci-
sions. O’Dwyer [1] says that good information flows advance
democratic values for actors in the global financial world.
Blowfield [2] considers that information provides the

possibility for the accountability of modern firms in the in-
creasingly competitive globalized economic world, while si-
multaneously giving the essential sources for improving the
process of environmental management. Therefore, economic,
managerial, accounting, and environmental economic fields
have looked closely at the role that such information could
play. New Institutional Economics, for example, considers
information as a basic parameter of estimating the risks and
opportunities of economic actors, while management theorists
consider information as the basis for answering the relevant
managerial problems at the micro- and macrolevel. Accoun-
tants deem information as a very important factor for business
and financial market operations and thus, focus on finding
specific accounting and auditing certification systems to ac-
curately record all essential information and assure its quality.

Environmental managers and accountants want reliable and
accurate information tomake decisions regarding environmental
problems. They use economic, managerial, and accounting
techniques in order to collect relevant information to manage
present or potential environmental risks. Gale [3] highlights the
necessity of accurate information on the economic and environ-
mental performance of firms. This information not only assists
firms in their operations, but also helps financial institutions
better organize environmental risk management strategies, thus,
guaranteeing the proper functioning of financial markets. Lor-
raine et al. [4] identify that corporate environmental performance
information affects company’s share prices while Lanoie et al.
[5] argue that new types of environmental information drive
financial markets to revise their prospects about the revenues
and production costs of a firm.Moreover, de Beer and Friend [6]
find a positive relationship between “good” environmental dis-
closures and the operating of the financial markets. To under-
stand this relationship, authors have examined the ways in
which environmental information affects the environmental
and economic management performance of different partici-
pants of the financial markets such as the banking sector, insur-
ance companies, and stock exchanges [7, 8].
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Although environmental information is essential for reduc-
ing the risks of financial markets, firms usually provide in-
complete information since this is done in an unstandardized
fashion, on a voluntary basis, and as result of the limited
number of such auditing certification schemes (e.g., Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI)) which operate under a
nonmandatory regime. These practices provide a limited
amount of low-quality information to the different participants
of the financial markets. The absence of formal and rigorous
accounting methods for recording environmental information
and of an auditing certification scheme may explain a variety
of drawbacks, which impede financial markets in managing
financial risks arising from poor environmental performance.
One significant drawback is the asymmetric nature of infor-
mation between firms and other participants of the financial
markets such as stock exchanges, the banking sector, inves-
tors, and insurance companies. Asymmetric information may
be described as the study of decisions in transactions where
one party has more or better information than the other. Even
in the case where firms communicate such information
through environmental reports, Schaltegger [9: p. 89] indi-
cates that those reports “are characterized by an information
asymmetry between providers and the recipients of ecological
statements”.

We take a game-theoretic approach in order to better
understand this problem and to highlight its importance as
well as its persistence. The analysis indicates the ways in
which environmental information affects the financial and
environmental decisions of financial participants and sug-
gests that a well-organized, trustworthy, and commonly
agreed environmental certified auditing scheme could in-
crease the quality of this information in an attempt to bridge
this knowledge gap. Moreover, it stresses the need for
empirical research on the costs of the third-party program
implementation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
following section presents a literature review on the environ-
mental information of firms and financial markets, accounting
and information asymmetry and finally, environmental ac-
counting regulations, and auditing schemes. The third section
presents the model, which analyzes the problem of informa-
tion asymmetry in financial markets. Finally, the last section
presents the conclusions of this paper.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Environmental Information

Over recent decades, environmental problems such as soil
degradation, water resources’ depletion, and air quality re-
duction have increased dramatically. To deal with such
problems, different governmental and nongovernmental

organizations have implemented policies and tools such as
market-based instruments (e.g., environmental taxes, subsi-
dies, and tradable permits), “command and control” instru-
ments and voluntary tools (e.g., environmental management
systems). The aim of these policies is to stimulate or compel
organizations responsible for environmental degradation to
implement environmental management practices to mitigate
their impact. By introducing the principles of environmental
management, firms and participants of financial markets
adopt environmental management strategies to both elimi-
nate their environmental impact and enhance economic ben-
efits. Business and industry affect the physical environment
through their everyday operations and the financial markets
affect the physical environment either as businesses them-
selves or as motivators for reorganizing corporate strategies
to be more environmentally friendly.

The successful implementation of such environmental
practices by firms and financial participants requires a range
of safe and clear environmental information to be provided
mainly by environmental management accounting methods.
Relevant literature outlines a number of different environ-
mental management accounting methods that record such
information utilizing different measurement units and ac-
counting principles such as life cycle costing, environmental
management accounting, and environmental accounting
methods based on the generally accepted accounting princi-
ples (GAAP) [10].

Such information helps participants of financial markets
to avoid potential financial risks associated with the poor
environmental performance of firms, while also playing an
important role in preserving the environment by stimulating
such firms to implement stricter environmental management
practices [11, 12]. Even though there is a consensus on the
importance of such information for financial markets to
manage their risks, more analysis is needed in order to
assess how this can be effectively achieved. Firstly, firms
require particular financial products from financial markets
in order to finance their operations in general and, more
specifically, environmentally friendly technologies, environ-
mental management strategies, and other environmental
practices [13, 14]. Thus, firms may disclose accurate infor-
mation about their environmental performance to facilitate
the financial markets’ decisions about such products. Sec-
ondly, financial markets are significantly concerned about
firms’ environmental performance in order to avoid poten-
tial financial risks.

2.2 Asymmetric Environmental Information

(A) An Overview of Asymmetric Information
The problem of asymmetric information is not new.

Neo-Classical Economics have recognized that infor-
mation is not perfect. George Akerlof, who got the
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Nobel Prize in Economics in 2001 for his contribution
to the study of asymmetric information, succinctly
described in his famous 1970 article “The Market for
Lemons” the problem of how low-quality used cars
(lemons) drive high-quality used cars out of the mar-
ket. New Institutional Economics explain why such an
imperfection creates problems. Ronald Coase [15] ar-
gued that there are transaction costs in acquiring in-
formation, negotiating, monitoring, signing, and
enforcing contracts. Oliver Williamson [16] explained
how transaction costs can create problems in the
smooth functioning of the market. Bounded rationality
and opportunism are the two basic behavioral assump-
tions stated by Williamson [16]. Bounded rationality
means that the human brain has limited capabilities
and cannot calculate all possible contingencies in the
future. Coupled with opportunism, “self-interest seek-
ing with guile” as Williamson defines it, is the reason
why information asymmetry creates problems.

Asymmetry of information would not be a major
problem if economic actors did not behave opportu-
nistically. If the seller of a used car, to refer to
Akerlof’s example, disclosed the full information
about the car, there would be no problem of informa-
tion asymmetry. However, s/he has the incentive to
overestimate the quality of the car in order to gain
more from selling it. Similarly, it is in the seller’s
interest to conceal negative information about the car
and disclose only good information. The buyer knows
that and cannot trust the seller even if the seller dis-
closes the full information. This means the buyer will
try to pay less even if the car is really good. The buyer
who cannot distinguish between a good used car and a
“lemon” will not be able to offer a differentiated price
but the same (pooling) price for both. This means the
seller of a good car does not have the incentive to sell
it because s/he is not going to gain the full price but a
lower pooling price as a “lemon”. Consequently, Ak-
erlof concludes, bad cars drive good cars out of the
market reducing thus the quality of used cars sold in
the market.

The way to partially solve the problem was discussed
by Michael Spence [17]. He argues that in order to have
a separating (not pooling) equilibrium, that is, two dif-
ferentiated prices, a higher price for the high-quality
item and a lower price for the lower quality one, the
player with superior information (in Akerlof’s example,
the seller of the used car) should send a costly signal to
the second player, the buyer, such as offering insurance
or providing a costly third-party credible certification
verifying the quality of the car. It is important to stress
that the problem is partially, not completely, solved
because the solution is costly; it is not “free”.

Accordingly, the degree of solving the asymmetric in-
formation problem depends on the level of the cost of
the solution. This will be further discussed presently.

(B) Conventional Accounting and Asymmetric Information
Financial markets need complete and accurate infor-

mation about the financial structure and the daily oper-
ation of firms, which are measured either in financial or
nonfinancial units [18]. Healy and Palepu [19] highlight
that “information and incentive problems impede the
efficient allocation of resources in a capital market
economy” (p. 407). For this purpose, they suggest that
firms’ disclosures facilitate investors and financial mar-
kets to make precise decisions. Appropriate information
is available to financial markets through formal financial
statements (published by firms) and external accounting
reports prepared by intermediates (e.g., auditors and
economic analysts).

Financial statements and reports are prepared mainly
on a mandatory basis following GAAP principles and
International Accounting Standards. This practice has
assisted the production of an internationally acceptable
set of high-quality financial reporting standards, which
limits management’s opportunistic discretion in decid-
ing the information disclosed [20]. Lam and Du [21]
also believe that mandatory disclosures practices have a
low level of estimation risk in the economy. However,
while, accounting standards endeavor to reduce costs of
preparing financial statements and to provide a com-
monly acceptable language for managers and investors,
there are no provisions for nonfinancial disclosures.

Healy and Palepu [19] maintain that when a clear
accounting regulatory regime and auditing organization
are not in place, managers have incentives to reveal or
withhold information from investors. Firms are expected
to voluntarily disclose such information when a rigorous
regulatory regime covering the preferences of stake-
holders is not in place. However, this voluntary disclo-
sure poses several dilemmas. The revelation of such
information entails disclosure costs [22] especially when
bad news appears [23]. Firms have strong incentives to
disclose voluntary information when financial partici-
pants consider it very significant in determining the fair
value of firms and, consequently, improving their bene-
fits (or eliminating the risks) [24]. Moreover, firms are
discouraged by increased competition to communicate
private information when they have financial losses
[25]. This type of information costs is known as propri-
etary costs. Comparing these types of costs, Skinner [26]
considers that firms voluntarily communicate informa-
tion when disclosure costs are relatively low compared
to proprietary costs.

(C) Environmental Information and the Asymmetry Problem
Today, the majority of financial participants want to
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know how the level of environmental performance of
firms is linked with their financial performance (positive
or negative) and the way in which these consequences
are transferred to market contracts, which are signed
between participants and firms. This consideration focus-
es on the necessity of those participants to “keep risky
securities out of their investment portfolio or ask for
higher risk premiums, whenever they consider a compa-
ny to have high environmentally induced systematic fi-
nancial risks” [9: p. 88]. In this sense, financial market
participants demand environmental information to better
organize their financial risk management procedures.

Firms provide such kind of information through a
range of means such as formal financial statements,
annual reports, environmental reports, and internet sites.
Current environmental disclosures are based either on the
mandatory regulatory regime or on self-regulatory initia-
tives of firms. The former practice relies on the idea that
it is better to disclose environmental information through
financial statements based on current accounting regula-
tion [27] since these could be more credible due to the
utilization of advance financial auditing standards [28,
29]. Based on those views, governments, and indepen-
dent regulatory accounting agencies issue accounting
regulations such as the Security and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC) and the Accounting Standards Associations.
For example, in the USA, the SEC issues certain report
standards to record general contingent liabilities, includ-
ing environmental issues (for instance, SFAS No. 5).
Additionally, SFAS No.19 assists the estimation of res-
toration and abandonment costs as well as residual sal-
vage values. Similarly, the American Institute of
Certified Accountants introduced SOP 96-1 Environ-
mental Remediation Liabilities, in which companies are
required to publicly communicate their remediation lia-
bilities. In the same vein, several European organizations
have issued environmental accounting standards such as
the European Commission [30].

However, how complete such standards are is a result
of the awareness and the knowledge of such organiza-
tions regarding the value of environmental information
from financial markets, accounting, and auditing bodies.
In most cases, the requirements of financial markets for
environmental information exceed the present state of
information as upheld by the current accounting regula-
tory regime. In order to overcome this regulatory draw-
back or cover the complete absence of relevant
regulations, some firms prepare environmental informa-
tion on a voluntary basis. Actually, voluntary disclosures
are a common practice by the majority of firms to face
current unregulated (or partially regulated) environmental
accounting standards and consequently, they develop a
variety of self-regulated norms essential to communicate

such information. Authors attempt to explain this volun-
tary practice of firms mainly based on epistemological
and ontological scientific assumptions and specific fea-
tures of firms. Relevant theories are proposed to explain
such voluntary disclosure practices such as the stakehold-
er theory, the political economy theory, the legitimacy
theory, the agency theory, and the social contract theory
[31]. In the meantime, several studies examine the effect
of different determinants on firms’ disclosure choices:
company size, industrial sector, location of environmental
information in annual report, and firm profitability [32].

However, this practice gives rise to two problems,
namely a lack of information and asymmetric information
[33]. The former refers to the idea that there are few
incentives for a firm to disclose private environmental
information as well as lack of specific expertise to record
such information. The latter, which impedes financial
markets to organize their environmental risk manage-
ment, is asymmetric information between firms’
disclosed information and information needed by finan-
cial markets.

2.3 Environmental Auditing

The low quality of environmental disclosures is also a result
of a lack of a generally accepted environmental audit certi-
fication scheme to verify and assure the quality of this
disclosed information. Several authors have proposed a
range of auditing schemes in order to facilitate firms in
disclosing such information. Some authors maintain that
environmental information should be disclosed under
the GAAP within formal financial statements [34]. This
practice has an advantage due to the fact that firms
gain credibility and improve the quality of disclosures
in order to exploit the benefits of present financial
audit schemes [28]. Following such practices, firms
might not disclose some kinds of information, essential
for organizations to manage their environmental risks
such as nonfinancial and bad environmental news. Oth-
er authors state that strict accounting requirements are
necessary for reliable and accurate environmental infor-
mation. In this sense, governmental organizations and
financial market associations (e.g., SEC) provide some
useful environmental accounting requirements. In this
case, financial participants miss the chance to utilize
nonfinancial environmental information and information
that covers a broad range of environmental issues.
Today, most authors look for a formal environmental
auditing scheme which can audit how accurate and
complete relevant information can facilitate firms to
manage their environmental risks [35].

Present environmental auditing practices can be classi-
fied in two main categories, namely, internal and external.
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Dittenhofer [36] highlights internal auditing as the proce-
dure that determines the level of firms’ compliance with
regulations and the way to find a range of environmental
aspects which firms could improve. To this end, the majority
of such environmental auditing provides general norms for
examining the performance of firms in environmental is-
sues. Conversely, he describes external environmental
auditing as the procedure of independent agencies to assure
that the economic and environmental performance of firms
is in accordance with their formal financial reports. Power
[37] comments that external environmental auditing from
financial auditors limits the reliability of disclosed informa-
tion due to the auditors’ limited knowledge skills and expe-
rience of environmental issues.

The absence of comprehensible international standards of
environmental auditing leads many different governmental
and nongovernmental organizations to produce specific en-
vironmental reporting standards with specific environmental
and ethical codes such as AccountAbility 1000 (AA1000)
and the GRI. This variety of auditing standards is also met in
Gray’s [38] review work, which classifies environmental
auditing schemes in two categories: those compiled and
used by external participants (e.g., supplier audits, consumer
audits, and image audits) and correspondingly, those that are
produced and used by internal participants. However, Wat-
son and MacKay [39] point to the absence of internationally
agreed reporting standards as well as an international (or
national) auditing certification scheme making environmen-
tal auditing a complicated and difficult procedure.

3 The Model

Similar to the example of used cars is the problem of asym-
metric information in the financial markets with respect to
environmental information disclosures by firms. There are
two relevant parties: firms that demand funding (buyers of
money) and want to attract investments on one hand and
financial institutions (e.g., banking and insurance companies,
investors) that want to make investments in firms on the other.

In the ideal case of symmetric information, financial in-
stitutions would offer funding (loans, insurance premiums,
and buying stocks) at the level where they would maximize
their profits, that is where marginal cost equals marginal
revenue. This means that firms with higher levels of envi-
ronmental performance would get higher investment value1

than firms with lower levels of environmental performance,
assuming that an environmentally responsible firm has

higher chances of successfully reducing environmental costs
such as potential fines and penalties from the government
and regulation agencies, the costs of managing pollution, or
other kinds of environmental accidents and/or decreased
sales due to customer boycotting its products and services.

In other words, the higher the environmental responsibil-
ity and performance of a company, the fewer the chances of
environmental accidents, pollution, and fines namely, the
lower the environmental cost of their operations. Financial
institutions fund firms based on many factors (financial
performance, for instance) including environmental perfor-
mance. As mentioned above, the more a firm is environ-
mentally responsible the less the chances of accidents and
fines so, the less the chances that the financial institution’s
investment will fail (lose its value in total or in part). So,
based on the information, which in the ideal scenario is
perfectly symmetric or, even if asymmetric, that corporate
disclosures are trustworthy, financial institutions will allo-
cate their resources in an optimal way maximizing their
profits by maximizing the level of return of the investments
in the firms given the known probabilities of failure or
accident, that is, the risk which is common knowledge.

Given asymmetric information and the incentive for
firms to be self-laudatory in their reports [40], there is
misallocation of resources and, consequently, a decrease of
the total social welfare. An environmentally responsible
(ER) firm that incurs the cost of ER action may not get the
appropriate amount of funding (highest investment value)
because of inadequate information at the financial institution
level, and a non-ER firm that does not incur a cost for ER
action may get a higher investment value than optimal. This
scheme distorts the incentive for good firms to really invest
in environmentally responsible activity much as owners of
good used cars are not willing to sell them. Just as bad cars
drive good cars out of the market, non-ER firms do the same
to ER firms.

In order to elaborate on the aforementioned discussion
and to better illustrate the problem of inefficiency as a result
of the asymmetry of information between firms and finan-
cial markets, a simple game-theoretic model adapted from
Chymis et al. [41] is used. The model used by Chymis et al.
describes the asymmetric information problem in cattle auc-
tions between sellers of cattle (farmers) and buyers (called
backgrounders, who keep cattle for a short period of time
until they sell them again to feedlots). The authors use a
specific action (revaccination of cattle from buyers) as an
example to illustrate the problem of asymmetric informa-
tion. Their point is that the farmers’ report on the vaccina-
tion regime and condition of the cattle is not necessarily
believed by buyers who vaccinate the cattle again after
purchase. The reason is that, lacking a third-party certification
program, farmers have the incentive to overestimate the qual-
ity of the cattle in order to get a higher bid. Of course, buyers

1 Many financial institutions may offer the same amount of investment
but with better crediting conditions–terms such as lower interests rates.
We thank an anonymous referee for pointing this out. In both cases, the
ultimate result is a higher value of investment for the recipient firm.
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know that, offer a pooling price and incur the cost of
revaccinating the cattle. This is not efficient. The authors
argue that if a credible third-party certification program was
in place, farmers who vaccinate their cattle could get a higher
auction price and spare the buyer the cost of revaccination.
Given that the certification program would come at a cost
borne by the sellers, the asymmetric information problem is
only partially solved. The authors show that there will always
be farmers who, although vaccinate their cattle, find the certi-
fication cost higher than the benefit of the higher auction price.

Although there are important differences (explained be-
low) between the case of asymmetric information in cattle
auctions and our case of asymmetric information in financial
markets, there are equally important similarities, which offer us
the opportunity to use the model in order to simply and clearly
present the issue of asymmetric information in this case.

Suppose there are two players, firms (f) that demand
investments and financial institutions (fn) that offer invest-
ments. The firms may engage in ER activity or not. The
problem is how financial institutions can trust firms’ claims
that they have taken ER actions, given that firms have
incentives to claim they are ER even though they are not
in order to increase the value of any possible investment.

It is assumed that when a firm has taken an ER action it
means it has already estimated and evaluated potential en-
vironmental risk associated with its activities and has taken
action in limiting this risk to the maximum possible point
thus organizing a risk management strategy. If this informa-
tion can pass to the financial institution, it means the finan-
cial institution will not need to re-estimate and re-evaluate
the potential environmental risk from the specific firm’s
activities thus liberating resources to be invested in this or
other ER firms.

Otherwise, the financial institution has to incur the costs
of searching for relevant information, and redesigning a risk
management strategy, that is, of doing the firm’s homework
(evaluation and estimation of potential environmental risk
and design of an environmental risk management strategy).
Because financial institutions are held accountable for envi-
ronmental accidents if firms are not ER, in this case it is the
financial institutions that have to act as firms in terms of
environmental responsibility.

In the case of an accident (e.g., an environmental
problem, unexpected pollution, other environmentally
harmful effects from the operations of the firm, for
example), there is a cost of remedy that has to be taken
otherwise fines may be levied or the market (customers
and markets in general) may punish the firm and the
financial institution. The chances for an accident as well
as the remedy costs vary from industry to industry. It is
different for a heavily polluting industry (chemicals, oil,
pharmaceuticals,) than the software industry, for exam-
ple [42–44].

The objective is to examine the conditions under which
this game has a separating or a pooling equilibrium, that is,
if the financial institutions can identify ER and non-ER
firms and offer a separating investment or not and thus offer
a pooling investment.

e(i, r, k) Expected value of investment which is an
increasing function of i the expected amount of
investment, r credit conditions of investment,
such as interest rates, and k other market factors
affecting the reliability of the firm, such as
financial performance indicators and other general
market and economic conditions.

cer Cost of per unit environmentally responsible
activity, or ER action, by firm. It is expected that
an environmentally responsible firm has to take a
series of actions. There are firms that are more or
less environmentally responsible. In order to
model the environmentally responsible activity,
this activity per unit is taken, that is, one specific
ER action is considered2.

cre Cost of per unit re-evaluation, re-estimation of
environmental risk by financial markets. This
corresponds to per unit cost of ER activity.

u Cost of remedy measures taken in case of
unexpected event (e.g., environmental accident).

peru Probability of an accident when environmentally
responsible action has been taken.

pnu Probability of an accident when environmentally
responsible action has not been taken.

perl Probability of loss of expected investment value
(firm goes bankrupt) when environmentally
responsible action has been taken3.

pnl Probability of loss of expected investment value
(firm goes bankrupt) when environmentally
responsible action has not been taken.

We assume that pnu > peru , the probability that an unex-
pected event, which will incur a remedy cost u, is lower
when a firm has taken an ER action than the correspond-
ing probability if the firm has not. Similarly, we assume
that pnl > perl , the probability that the value of the

2 To better visualize this, imagine a checklist that a firm has to com-
plete in order to be considered environmentally responsible. Each tick
represents a specific ER action. This way, by breaking down environ-
mentally responsible behavior into a specific series of actions, we
simplify and are able to model the complex phenomenon of firm
behavior.
3 In reality, this may be more complicated with different probabilities
on different percentages of investment that can be lost. This can be
described by an integral containing all possible probabilities for all
possible percentages of loss. Without loss of generality and for sim-
plicity reasons, the integral is expressed with the probability of losing
the whole investment (firm goes bankrupt).
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investment will be lost when the firm has taken an ER
action, is lower than the corresponding probability if the
firm has not taken the ER action.

Before moving on to analyzing the firm’s and financial
institution’s actions and outcomes, some explanation of the
structure and the reasons behind choosing the specific mod-
el is needed. In the case of Chymis et al. [41], the asymmet-
ric information problemwas simple in that there was a specific
action taken by the buyers of cattle (i.e., revaccination), which
simply affected the auction price offered by buyers to the
farmers. If buyers trusted that vaccination has taken place,
they could offer a higher price (separating equilibrium) and
not revaccinate the cattle. If not, they would offer a lower
(pooling) price and incur the cost of revaccination. In our case,
the problem is more complex. We do not have such a specific
measure (rather, a continuum of actions) once environmental-
ly responsible behavior encapsulates a series of actions, which
actually depend on the industry and the size of the firm
[42–44]. Modeling such diversity would be cumbersome,
adding much complexity and confusion, and thus distracting
from the point of the paper. In reality, there is a continuum of
the degree of environmental responsibility. It is not black and
white unlike the case of cattle vaccination where cattle have
been either vaccinated or not. In order to make the model
workable and keep its simplicity and clarity, the continuum of
actions included in environmentally responsible behavior is
subdivided and we talk in terms of a specific ER measure and
the implementation and non-implementation cost for both the
firm and the financial institution.

From the side of financial institutions, banks, insurance
companies, and stock exchanges, it is true that they have
different behavior in lending or investing money in firms.
The amount of investment and credit conditions vary and a
simple and clear way to model that is needed. This model
offers us the opportunity to picture all different financial
markets without having to separate possible different
investing behaviors. A major difference with the cattle auc-
tion case and its model is that the action taken by the sellers
and the buyers is the same, that is, cattle vaccination. In our
case, it is different. Firms take ER action and financial
institutions design, organize, and estimate a risk strategy
implementation in case firms have not taken ER actions.
This is why in our model, we have two different costs
corresponding to these two different actions (cer and cre)
rather than one cost (vaccination, c) in the cattle auction
model. However, this modification does not change the
basic result, which is very similar to all asymmetric infor-
mation cases; used cars, cattle auctions, or environmentally
responsible firms. Indeed, our model resembles more the
case of Akerlof’s used cars where again there are two
different actions taken by sellers (take care of their car)
and buyers (pay a mechanic to check the car and probably
fix any problems).

Firms’ environmentally responsible behavior has also
many other positive effects for the firm itself. For example,
the revenues of a firm may increase, as consumers may
prefer the specific firm or, because of cutting costs through
more efficient operation and, thus, productivity increases
(i.e., energy or raw material savings, using new environ-
mentally friendly technology)4. This reflects directly on the
expected value of investment through k, which captures all
market conditions and thus all possible positive effects of
the environmentally responsible activity of the firm. This
model with its cost minimization structure includes any
potential benefit both for firms and financial institutions
expressed in cost terms.

3.1 ER Action by Firms

A firm is going to take an ER action if doing so is less costly
than not doing so. This happens when:

cer þ peru uþ perl e i; r; kð Þ � pnuuþ pnl e i; r; kð Þ ð1Þ
or if

cer � u pnu � peru
� �þ e i; r; kð Þ pnl � perl

� � � cf ð2Þ

The left hand side of Eq. (1) shows the per unit expected
cost to a firm of taking an ER action and the right hand side,
the expected cost of not doing so. The Eq. (2) shows that the
firm will take the ER action if the cost of this action does not
exceed a maximum value for the firm cf. Every time cf

increases, it means it is more likely for the firm to take the
ER action. The higher the cf is, the higher the number of
firms taking ER actions. This maximum cost increases in e,
i, r, k, u, pnu, p

n
l and decreases in peru , and p

er
l . Simply put, the

incidence of ER actions will increase if the expected value
of the investment, the amount of investment, credit condi-
tions, other market factors such as benefits from increased
productivity, cost savings, increased consumer preference,
the cost of remedy measures in case of accident, and the
probabilities of an accident or loss of investment when an
ER action has not been taken, increase. Firms will have a
decreased incentive to take an ER action if the probability of
an accident and of losing the investment (bankruptcy) when
ER action has been taken increases.

So, as investment value increases, a firm has an incentive
to engage in ER action. Whether all firms engage in ER
action depends on a firm’s specific costs as well as industry
specific costs. Large firms in heavily polluting industries,
which could be expected to have a lot to lose from not
engaging in ER activities, will most probably take ER
actions. Indeed, research has shown that industry and firm
size affects the level of environmental performance [42, 43].

4 We thank an anonymous referee for making this point clear.
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We see clearly the incentive for a firm to be environmentally
responsible because the expected value of the investment
from the financial institution will be higher as well as
because of other factors such as the higher probability of
accidents and even loss of the investment value. However,
for any given cf, there will be firms that take an ER action
when cer≤cf and firms that do not when cer>cf.

There are two possible cases: One is a pooling equilibri-
um in which—ceteris paribus—there is one value of invest-
ment (amount or credit conditions considered) offered by
the financial institutions regardless of whether the firm has
taken the ER action or not and a separating equilibrium
where the financial institution—ceteris paribus—offers a
higher investment value (in terms of amount or credit con-
ditions) for firms that have taken the ER action and a lower
one for those that have not. The second case requires that
there is no asymmetry of information and that financial in-
stitutions know which firm is ER and which is not. What the
financial institutions do is discussed in the following section.

In the case of the separating equilibrium, the higher value
of investment e increases the cost of not taking the ER
action for firms. We denote the new maximum non-ER
action cost cf . Now, we can expect that more firms will
have cer � cf but not necessarily all firms. This means that
even in the case of a separating equilibrium not all firms will
take the ER action. However, the incentive for a firm to take
the ER action is now higher once the firm will receive a
higher investment from the financial institutions.

Note here that we compare the change in the value of
investment e(i, r, k) from the part of the financial institution
when it knows that the firm has taken the ER action. Any
changes of the investment value, due to productivity in-
crease or other positive effects to the firm itself thanks to
the ER activity, are not counted in this comparison because
they are extraneous to the specific problem under examina-
tion and are included in the term e(i, r, k) through the
parameter k.

3.2 Reevaluation by Financial Institutions

Financial institutions have to decide whether to incur costs
of re-evaluation and re-estimation of environmental risk
from firms’ activities. If firms have taken the ER action,
financial institutions can evaluate firms without any extra
costs of designing a separate risk management strategy of
their own. The question is whether to trust firms’ environ-
mental reports or not, just like the case of the used cars
where the buyer has the choice to either trust the report of
the seller about the condition of the car or not to trust and
incur the costs of taking the car to a mechanic and revealing
the precise condition of the car and also paying to fix any
problems. Financial institutions have to either believe the
announcements and reports from firms and base their risk

management strategy purely on firms’ reports without any
further costly investigation or, not believe them and incur
the costly action of re-evaluation. This is similar to the
Chymis et al. case of cattle auctions where buyers either
believe farmers have vaccinated cattle or, if no, having to
revaccinate.

Financial institutions do not have complete information
about whether a firm has taken any ER action. Suppose q,
where 0≤q≤1 is the perceived probability that the firm has
taken the ER action. If q=1, then the financial institution
knows with certainty that the firm has taken the ER action; if
q=0, the financial institution knows with certainty the firm
has not taken the ER action. Financial institutions will not
take the costly action of re-estimating and redesigning an
environmental risk strategy when the cost of not re-
estimating is less than the cost of re-estimation. This is true if:

q peru uþ perl e i; r; kð Þ� �þ 1� qð Þ pnuuþ pnl e i; r; kð Þ� �

� cre þ peru uþ perl e i; r; kð Þ ð3Þ
or if

cre � u pnu � peru
� �þ e i; r; kð Þ pnl � perl

� �� �
1� qð Þ

� cfn ð4Þ

The left hand side of Eq. (3) expresses the expected cost
to the financial institution from not re-evaluating the risk
management strategy, based on the probability that the firm
has taken the ER action (q) and the probability that the firm
has not taken the ER action (1−q). The right hand side of
the same equation represents the expected cost of re-
estimation.

Without loss of generality, we assume that after re-
estimating, the probabilities of an unexpected event or a
loss of the investment are the same as when the firm
has taken the ER action. Simplifying (3), we get Eq. (4)
which shows that it is inefficient for the financial insti-
tution to re-estimate if the expected cost of re-estimation
is greater than a maximum condition cfn. This is similar
to the condition for the firm cf; however, in this case,
the condition is a function of, q, the perceived proba-
bility that the firm has taken the ER action.

We see that as long as q<1, that is, if financial
institutions cannot know with certainty that a specific
firm has taken the ER action, financial institutions will
offer a pooled investment value. The inefficiency is
clear: Even when a firm has taken ER action and there
is no need for the financial institution to re-evaluate and
redesign an environmental risk strategy, cfn=0 and cre>
0, due to asymmetry of information we have q<1, cnf>
0 and cre<cnf for some financial institutions, which
means that some will incur cost cre although they
should not because it is pure waste.
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The question is whether financial institutions can know
with certainty, which firms have taken an ER action and
which have not, so we can have a separating equilibrium
solution to the problem of asymmetric information.

3.3 Solution Through a Third-Party Auditing Certification
System

Thus far, it has been demonstrated that a firm, depending on
its costs and benefits (expressed in our model as costs in the
meaning of forgone benefits), might take an ER action if it is
profitable for the firm to do so. It may indeed be profitable
for the firm to do so even if the financial institution has no
way to find out if the specific firm took the ER action and
this is the problem under investigation because here lies the
inefficiency problem created by the asymmetry of informa-
tion. A firm that took an ER action in order to reduce costs,
penalties, increase productivity, enhance its customer sup-
port, etc. may not get a higher investment value from the
financial institution if the financial institution does not know
for sure if the firms indeed took the ER action.

As previously mentioned, the solution to the asymmetric
information as proposed by Michael Spence [17] is a costly
signal sent by player 1 (firms) to player 2 (financial in-
stitutions). The very nature of this solution makes it partial
and not complete. It is a costly solution, so, ceteris paribus,
if the cost of the solution is higher than the cost of the
current situation of asymmetric information, the current
situation will persist. The solution is the existence of a
separating equilibrium. This can happen when the firm
which participates in the certification program (this can be
an internationally agreed environmental accounting auditing
scheme) gets an official certification that indeed it has taken
the ER action claimed.

An official and perfectly credible certification is the
costly signal the environmentally responsible firm sends to
the financial institutions. Given the assumption the interna-
tionally agreed auditing scheme is credible the financial
institution can know with certainty which firm is ER and
which it is not. So, q, the perceived probability, now be-
comes certainty and takes the value of 1 or 0 and nothing in
between. The financial institution can now offer a separating
investment value: Higher in the case of an ER firm and up to
the amount of cre, namely, the cost of re-evaluating and
reorganizing an environmental management strategy; lower
in the case of a non-ER firm because the financial institution
needs to take the cost of re-evaluation and organization of a
risk management strategy on behalf of the firm.

It is clear that from the financial institutions’ point of
view, the problem of asymmetric information is solved once
a credible auditing certification system is in place. However,
from the point of view of the firms, this is not yet clear and
this requires further elaboration.

Does every environmentally responsible firm want to
participate in the certification program? We assume that
non-ER firms will not participate because once they have
not taken any ER action they do not want to pay the extra
cost to be certified for not taking the ER action, as this
would represent a pure cost for them without any benefit
of higher investment value. From Eq. 2, we understand that
if cer>cf, firms will not take the ER action and do not have
any incentive to participate in the auditing certification
program, which entails a cost cc.

The interesting question to ask is if all ER firms will enter
the auditing certification program and thus completely solve
the asymmetric information problem. Firms know that if
they take the ER action and if get the certification, they will
receive a higher investment value from the financial market,
but this will happen only when the sum of the cost of the ER
action plus the cost of the participation to the auditing
certification scheme is less that the maximum non-ER cost,
or cer þ cc � cf (recall that cf is the maximum non-ER
action cost due to the higher investment value firms will
receive from the financial institution. It reflects the forgone
benefit of getting a higher investment value).

If we combine the two conditions, one for taking the ER
action (cer≤cf) and the other of participating in the auditing
certification program (cer þ cc � cf ), we get a new condition
cc � cf � cf . Firms will participate in the auditing certifica-
tion program if this condition is satisfied, namely, if the per
unit ER activity cost of getting the certification from the
generally agreed auditing scheme is less than the per unit ER
activity change of moving from a pooling to a separating
equilibrium. In other words, the condition says that the per
unit ER activity cost should not exceed the change in the
maximum non-ER action cost, a change that takes place due
to the financial institution’s higher expected investment
value to the ER firm.

Consequently, it can be concluded that the implementa-
tion of a generally agreed auditing regime will solve the
asymmetric information problem but not completely, only
partially. The degree of comprehensiveness of the solution
depends on the cost of this auditing scheme. Still, there will
be firms where the above condition will not be satisfied and
the higher the cost of the auditing program the more firms
will not participate even though they engage in ER activity

4 Examples

In order to add some empirical evidence to our theoretical
model, the chemical industry is presented as an example.
Table 1 shows the values of the model’s variables and
Table 2 shows the final estimations of the two examples.
Various sources were used to collect information as close to
reality as possible in order to create the specific examples
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that follow. More information is provided in the “Appen-
dix”. Note that although arbitrary, the values of the param-
eters are not far from reality because they are based on real
evidence taken from the literature. The example is not to be
taken as a real case but only for illustrative purposes and in
order to better understand the theoretical model presented.

4.1 Example 1

Two cases are examined when an auditing certification
system is not in place, that is, when the problem of asym-
metric information exists (Table 2).

C1 Firm (F) has taken ER action and financial institution
(FI) believes that the firm has probability q=0.7 to
have taken the ER action. In this case, the cost for F
of taking ER action ($211,500) is lower than the costs
of not taking the ER action ($285,000) so F has to
continue applying ER actions, while FI does not have
the incentive to re-evaluate (RE) as the cost of not
doing so ($128,550) is lower than the cost of doing
so ($255.000). This shows that, as there is a high level
of environmental information regarding ER action, FI
has no incentive to RE the environmental status of
firm. This case does not negate our asymmetric infor-
mation model, it just shows a case in the chemical
industry where environmental problems are extremely
costly and it is almost sure that the firm takes ER
actions and financial institutions know that. However
even in this case, the third-party auditing certification
scheme, which totally eliminated asymmetry of infor-
mation (q=1) further reduces the cost considerably of

not re-estimating and re-evaluating for the financial
institution (61,500 vs. 128,550).

C2 In this case, our point is much clearer: F has taken the
ER action (F’s cost of taking the ER action, $211,500,
is lower than the cost of not taking the ER action,
$285,000) and FI believes that F has taken the ER
action with probability q=0.1. FI has now the incentive
to engage in the re-evaluation and re-estimation of its
risk management and environmental status of the firm
because the expected cost of RE is less ($255,000) than
the expected cost of not doing a RE ($256,500), thus
incurring an unnecessary cost. This clearly shows the
inefficiency stemming from the problem of asymmetric
information.

4.2 Example 2

A case is examined when a credible third-party auditing
certification system is in place (Table 2).

C1 F has taken ER actions and FI has complete informa-
tion about it (q=1). F’s cost of not initiating ER mea-
sures ($285,000) is higher than the costs of doing so
($211,500) so the firm has an incentive to implement
the ER action. In this case, FI has no incentive to do a
RE, as the cost of not doing so ($61,500) is considerably
lower than the cost of doing so ($285,500). In this case, it
appears that F has an incentive to participate in the
certification system, as the cost of the ER action plus
the cost of certification ($211,500+$50,000=$261,500)
is still lower than the cost of not taking the ER action
($285,500). All this gain that the FI has can be partly

Table 1 Values of variables (the
values are estimated in
“Appendix”)

Variables e(i, r, k) cer cre u peru pnu perl pnl

Values (US$) 150,000 150,000 90,000 600,000 0.1 0.3 0.01 0.7

Table 2 Results

Example 1: Current situation, asymmetric
information

Example 2: Asymmetric information alleviated through a credible
auditing certification system

Firm Financial institution Firm Financial Institution

ERa Non-ERb RE not donec RE doned ERa Non-ERb RE not donec RE doned

C 1 q=0.7 211,500 285,000 128,550 255,000 q=1 211,500 285,500 61,500 255,000

C 2 q=0.1 211,500 285,000 256,500 255,000

a Costs estimated from the left hand side of formula (1)
b It is estimated from the right hand side of formula (1)
c It is estimated from the left hand side of formula (3)
4 It is estimated from the right hand side of formula (4)
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offered as an increased investment value to the firm and
partly retained by the FI thus increasing the efficiency of
the market. Actually, the higher investment value the FI
can offer to the firm can be up to $193,500 (the differ-
ence between doing an RE and not doing so;
$255,000–$61,500).

5 Conclusions

All existing certification schemes such as, GRI, AA1100,
GAAP, as well as commissions, associations, and institu-
tions such as the Security Exchange Commission or the
Accounting Standards Association, among others, is a reac-
tion of the market to this important problem of information
asymmetry and is evidence of its importance. The problem
is still far from being completely solved and some reasons
for this are: (1) standards vary between countries or groups
of countries (local and regional level) and consequently
certification schemes vary and cannot be homogeneously
applied in many countries; (2) the industrial sector and size
of firms makes it hard to have a common denominator for all
firms across industries; and lastly, (3) the issue of credibility
is of crucial importance in solving the asymmetric informa-
tion problem.

It was demonstrated that a generally agreed international
environmental certification auditing scheme can be a solu-
tion to the asymmetric information problem; a program that
will take into consideration firm size, industry, country and
cultural idiosyncrasies and needs; a program that may have a
federated type of organization and which cooperates with
and coordinates already existing local, national and even
international auditing schemes. This proposal is emerged
from the contemporary mainstream idea for an international
harmonization of accounting information through the
GAAP [45] and a flexible competition among accounting
standards through international boundaries [46]. This com-
mon strategy seems to be necessary for the modern econom-
ic environment as shaped under the phenomenon of
globalization, the present economic recession and the char-
acter of environmental problems which go beyond the bor-
ders of one country and contain hidden financial risks (e.g.,
water and climate change risks). However, this is not going
to solve the asymmetry problem completely because its
implementation is costly. Our model shows that the cost of
per unit implementation of the program should be less than
the extra value of investment the financial institution will
offer to the firm.

Empirical research is needed to estimate the cost of the
implementation of such a program. It is true that if this cost
gets split among all firms that want to participate, it may be
relatively low. In our model, we talked about the per unit
environmentally responsible activity. This means that the

corresponding cost of verification for one ER action may
be really low. Of course, a firm which participates in the
program will be certified for a series of activities. We can
imagine a checklist which includes many boxes to be ticked.
It is not impossible that the whole auditing program is less
costly that what the current situation in the financial markets
is. At this point, it must be again stressed the importance of a
general auditing certification scheme, which reflects indus-
try characteristics. In other words, the checklist will be
different for, say, a mobile phone company, a software
company, and a chemical company. Industries may take
the initiative to create such a checklist in collaboration with
financial markets. It is possible that financial markets may
also want to participate in the creation of such a program
and financially contribute to its implementation given that
financial markets are also partly responsible for the environ-
mental harm caused by the firms they have invested in.

The fact that asymmetric information is highly costly is
manifested in the financial markets with the series of pro-
grams that have been in place in order to decrease the
asymmetry such as the ISO, GRI, GAAP, and EMAS. How-
ever, as mentioned in the first part of the paper, the problem
has not been solved in a satisfactory way and financial
markets still operate inefficiently due to the persistence of
information asymmetry. The many certification and auditing
systems have a cost due to their possible incompatibility.
Different countries have different auditing schemes thus
increasing the cost for big multinational firms which operate
in several countries. One homogeneous, credible, and gen-
erally accepted auditing scheme would reduce these costs. It
is true that the market is moving in this direction (there is an
ongoing dialog between countries and industries in order to
circumvent the problem of asymmetric information as well
as the plethora of auditing schemes) and our paper offers an
explanation of why this happens. It is because the parties
involved (firms and financial institutions as well as other
stakeholders such as governments, local communities, and
consumers) want to reduce the cost of the solutions to the
problem. Our results are in line with the results of Akerlof
[47] and Chymis et al. [41]. A credible third-party certifica-
tion scheme will partially—not completely—solve the prob-
lem because the solution is costly and there are always cases
where this cost is higher than the benefit from the solution.
However, historically, it has been shown that as technology
and institutions improve and the costs of monitoring,
auditing, and contracting decrease, the problem of informa-
tion asymmetry decreases [48].

This study demonstrates the need of a generally agreed and
trusted international environmental accounting certification
auditing scheme. In accordance with the literature, we propose
that the scheme should take into consideration the industry
and the size of the firms as well as country specificities.
Mining, petroleum, the chemical industry, pharmaceuticals,
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food, machinery, and utilities are sectors that by their nature
pollute more than those such as retail, software, telecommu-
nications, the banking sector, and financial services. The
international auditing scheme should be designed based on
industry characteristics. This paper theoretically shows the
problem of asymmetry of information and offers some indic-
ative empirical evidence. Further and more thorough empiri-
cal evidence is absolutely needed. In order for the empirics to
work, it would be necessary to compare similar firms in the
same industry. For our theoretical needs here, this is not
necessary. However, if we want to be able to talk with specific
numbers (investment value change due to a separating equi-
librium and not due to other reasons captured by the parameter
k) it is imperative to compare similar firms. We know in
practice it is impossible to compare identical firms (that
would be the ideal scenario) but firms of a similar size
in the same industry are sufficiently alike for the em-
pirical study to have important value and shed consid-
erable light on this complex problem.

Appendix

e(i, r, k) The expected value of investment of FI is
assumed to be $150,000.

cer A cost for ER action will occur as the average cost
of EMS implementation. For instance, Bansal and
Bogner [49] estimated the costs of ISO 14001 as
$20,000 for SMEs and $200,000 for large firms,
while Prakash and Potoski [50] calculated the
same cost to range from $25,000 to $100,000
correspondingly. For the purpose of our examples,
the cost of ER will be $150,000 (an average value
of $100,000 and $200,000 for large firms).

cre The lack of an auditing system to assure the
reliability of firm’s environmental information
could be translated by the financial institution as
high loan loss provisions to evade the potential
financial risks from a future accident. The height
of a provision could range from 0 to 100 % of the
expected investment. Even though international
accounting standards (e.g., SFAS 5) have
compelled the banking sector to acknowledge the
likelihood of future financial losses by
incorporating bad debt expense into its balance
sheet, there are no standard methods and
percentages to record it. For the purpose our
examples, it is assumed as 60 % of investment,
namely $90,000 (0.6×e(i, r, k)).

u The height of remedy costs is related to the
strength of the damages, the severity of
legislation and ensuing penalties. For instance,
Union Carbide India Limited paid $3.3 billion

for the clean-up costs after the chemical acci-
dent at its plant in Bhopal, India in 1984 [51:
p. 876]. For the purpose of these examples,
based on the work of Kleindorfer et al. [52],
the total cost per chemical industry accident
will be estimated approximately up to $600,000
(sum of on-site property damage and of site
property damage per accident).

peru This probability is estimated by drawing data for
the chemical industry from FACTS-Hazardous
Materials Accidents Knowledge Base (http://
www.factsonline.nl/browse-chemical-accidents-
in-database/4). According to the data from the last
5 years, the average probability of an accident
taking place in a chemical plant will be approxi-
mately 0.161 (as seen in the following table). The
lack of information on whether these accidents
have occurred by ER chemical firms or not leads
to the assumption that the probability for an ac-
cident to happen by ER firms should be lower
than the average probability (0.161). For the pur-
pose of the examples, the probability is 0.1.

pnu Given the limitation of the model (peru > pnu) and
the above judgment, the probability of a firm
which has not taken ER to have an accident is 0.3,
higher than the average of 0.161.

perl The height of this probability is associated with
the intensity of environmental accidents, firms’
environmental performance and subsequent on-
site property damage and of site property damage
(including penalties). Sharfman and Fernando
[53: pp. 773] stated that “undertaking environ-
mental risk management activities by improving
environmental performance can reduce the likeli-
hood that firms will encounter extreme environ-
mental events that can require heavy cash flows
arising from compensation and clean up costs,
and thereby make firms more vulnerable to
bankruptcy”. The probability is estimated to be
near to 0. For the purpose of the examples, it is
assumed to be 0.01.
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Years 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Number of
Accidents

43 60 39 48 33 6

Probabilities (43/
36-
5)=
0.1-
17

(60/
36-
5)=
0.1-
64

(39/
36-
5)=
0.1-
06

(48/
36-
5)=
0.1-
31

(33/
36-
5)=
0.2-
71

(6/
36-
5)=
0.0-
16

Probability
mean

0.117+0.164+0.106+0.131+0.271+0.016=0.161

http://www.factsonline.nl/browse-chemical-accidents-in-database/4
http://www.factsonline.nl/browse-chemical-accidents-in-database/4
http://www.factsonline.nl/browse-chemical-accidents-in-database/4
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pnl This probability will be high when the accident is large
scale and accompanied by high penalties. The
probability may be close to 1. Nevertheless, for the
purpose of the examples, it is assumed to be 0.7.

cc This includes the costs for certification by an external
auditing certification system. This may be the sum of
the costs of certification of ER action (e.g., ISO 14001)
as well as the cost for certification for environmental
accounting disclosures. Miles et al. [54] estimated
certification fees of ER action to be approximately
$30,000, while the certification costs for environmental
accounting disclosures is considered to be $20,000 as
evidenced by the price lists of charter accountants for
conventional accounting auditing. Consequently, the
total cost is $50,000.
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